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Sudoku

Pub quiz
1. Naarm is the indigenous name for which Australian city?

EASY

THE aim of Sudoku is to complete the entire grid using the numbers
1-9. Numbers can only be used once in each row, column, and 3×3 box.

2. Tamworth is situated on what river?
3. In terms of yearly visitors, what is the most popular tourist
attraction in Western Australia?
4. Norfolk Island was formerly a part of which Australian state?
5. “Speedbird” is the callsign for which airline?
6. British low-coast airline easyJet is headquartered at which of
London’s six airports?
7. By population, what is the largest settlement in the
Whitsunday Islands?
8. When did Rhodesia become Zimbabwe?
a) In the 1970s
b) In the 1980s
c) In the 1990s
9. If you were exploring South Bank Parklands, which
Australian city would you be in?
10. Chapel Street and Commercial Road are well-known arteries
in which trendy Melbourne neighborhood?

Where in the world?
www.sudokuoftheday.com – visit them and get a new Sudoku every day!

Funnies Flashback
WE’VE trawled through the TD Window Seat
archives to give you a blast from the past. Here’s some
gems from 06 Mar 2014:

THIS stadium has a number of
claims to fame, but one of the
standouts is the fact that it is the
only stadium in the world built
entirely out of marble.
It’s an astounding claim but
makes sense when you consider
that it was built in 144 AD.
The stadium was largely
abandoned after the 4th century
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but was excavated in 1869 and
after being refurbished it was
the site of the very first modern
Olympics in 1896.
It has since been used for a
number of different sporting
activities and events and was once
again an Olympic venue in 2004.
Do you know where in the world
this is located?
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BETTER wear the browncoloured Speedos for this one.
Thrillseeking holidaymakers in the USA are apparently eagerly
awaiting the debut of the world’s highest waterslide, set to open
in late May at the Schlitterbahn water park in Kansas City.
The highly anticipated “Verrückt” ride is 17 storeys high - taller
than Niagara Falls!
It requires four brave riders who are strapped into a raft,
and after they plummet down the initial slope, they are then
blasted uphill on a multi-storey “water coaster” to complete the
experience.
Appropriately, Verrückt is German for “insane”, with the
four-person requirement of the ride said to make it “more fun
because someone is screaming in your ear”.

ANSWERS 11 NOV
Where in the world: Glenorchy, Queenstown, New Zealand
Know your brands: 1 Formula 1, 2 QBE Insurance, 3 BiC, 4 Taco Bell
Whose animal is this: Lynx - Serbia and Romania
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